cerebroside in glia and the role of laminin, critically, in the light of the introductory
fibronectin, and collagen type IV in axon chapter, valuable inferences can be made on
outgrowth in development and regeneration. which to base aetiological hypotheses.
The second describes the application of This is a valuable reference book for anymonoclonal antibody techniques to the diag- one with an interest in cancer epidemiology
nosis of solid tumours and cytology, and the and causation. It is also a tribute to the many
third host resistance to gliomas. Chapter 4 pathologists who work in these regions, for
summarises the parts played by histology, nearly all the data come from pathology
immunohistochemistry, and TEM in a new based Cancer Registries.
MSR HUTT
classification of pituitary adenomas. Chapter 5 gives a morphometric assessment of
nerves in diabetic polyneuropathy, providing evidence of a vascular rather than a metabolic basis for the disorder. Chapter 6
describes the many advances that have taken Pathology of the Eye. GOH Naumann, DJ
place in peripheral neuropathies of domesticApple. Translated by DJ Apple. (Pp 998; 544
animals, some of which are likely to be offigs; DM 720.) Springer-Verlag. 1986. ISBN
interest as models of specific human diseases, 3-540-96044-9.
and the final chapter is an account of the
pathology and pathogenesis of decom- By any standards, at £259, this book is
pression sickness in man and animals.
expensive, and this is presumably because
This, the third volume, has maintained thedemand is limited in the highly specialised
ideals of the series by bringing togetherfield of ophthalmic pathology. It must be
authors with particular expertise in somestated quite definitely that this book is a
aspect of the growing points of neuro-work of outstanding quality which will be of
pathology. The range of subjects covered isservice to academic ophthalmology and
wide and should therefore be of great pathology for many decades. It should be
interest to all those with an interest in regarded as an encyclopaedia for continual
neuropathology.
reference by clinicians and by any general
DI GRAHAMpathologist who has an interest in ocular
disease. The basic value of the book is that
it provides a beautifully illustrated and concisely described summary of every known
clinical entity with supplementary and comCancer Occurrence in Developing Countries. plementary pathological information, which
Ed DM Parkin. (IARC No 75.) (Pp 389; is addressed in an equally impressive man£20 00.) Oxford University Press. 1986. ner. Only rarely does one encounter in a
textbook photomicrographs of such high
ISBN 92 832.1175 8.
quality and didactic diagrams and tables
The myth that cancer is predominantly a that are so precise and so informative. The
disease of the "Western" industrialised bibliography can only be described as vast,
world persists, despite the increasing evi- with some 5000 citations: there are very few
dence to the contrary. It has been estimated entities for which references are not cited.
that over half the new cases of cancer devel- The background and approaches of the
oping over the next year will occur in the authors are those of the clinical ophthalpoorer countries of the world-at least 5 8 mologist who has an extensive knowledge of
million. The differences in the incidence of histopathology. Wisely, for this reason, the
individual cancers between "developed" and book does not deal in depth with topics, such
"developing" countries, and within devel- as melanocytic tumours of conjunctiva, lymoping countries have enabled investigators phoid tumours, and unusual orbital and
to produce and test causal hypotheses of eyelid tumours, which are ultimately the
great value. For example, in the field of province of an investigator who has a total
viral aetiology-Burkitt's lymphoma, naso- commitment to histopathology. Neverpharyngeal carcinoma, and hepatocellular theless, the citations will always provide a
carcinoma. Dr Parkin and his collaborators rapid route to the relevant literature.
in the "South" (Brandt), have gathered This book, in essence, will be of greatest
together data from Africa, the Americas, value as a reference volume in a general
Asia and Oceania (46 countries in all), which pathology department; it provides a concise
provide an overview of the incidence of can- but comprehensive clinicopathological
cers in developing countries. Inevitably, the background to ocular disease as it is encounsources of error and bias vary from place to tered in the Western world.
WR LEE
place but, provided the data are interpreted
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Book reviews
Arthroscopic Shoulder Anatomy. Pathologic
and Surgical Implications. DA Detrisac, LL
Johnson. (Pp 157; £55 20.) John Wiley. 1986.
ISBN: 0-943432-68-5.
Arthroscopy of the knee is now commonplace, and it is inevitable that the
arthroscope should be used to explore other
joints especially if the joint cavity is reasonably capacious, like the shoulder. This book
describes the arthroscopic appearances of
the normal and abnormal glenohumeral
joint, subacromial bursa and, indeed, the
acromioclavicular joint, as seen through the
arthroscope. It correlates these appearances
with the gross anatomy of the postmortem
specimen. The various approaches of portals
of entry to the joint are well described in
relation to the anatomical structures which
might be compromised and visualised. The
book is extremely well illustrated but will be
of more interest to orthopaedic surgeons
than morbid anatomists.
AWF LETTIN

IARC Monographs on the Evaluation of the
Carcinogenic Risk of Chemicals to Humans.
Vol 37. Tobacco Habits other . .. than Smoking; Betel-Quid and Areca-Nut Chewing;
and some related Nitrosamines. (Pp 291; Sw
fr 70.) World Health Organisation. 1986.
ISBN 92 832 1237 1.

These two monographs truly live up to their
titles, presenting an exhaustive evaluation of
the carcinogenicity of tobacco to man. The
telling evidence is, of course, largely statistical and epidemiological, and together with a
review of tobacco itself and the peculiar
ways it is brought into contact with the
human body, this is what these reviews provide. They contain little pathology but
would be of interest, and an invaluable reference source, to pathologists interested in the
epidemiological evidence incriminating
tobacco as a major cause of cancer. As well
as lung and the urinary tract, volume 38 considers the upper respiratory and upper
digestive tracts, the stomach, liver, pancreas,
cervix, en4ometrium and breast. Interactions with other carcinogens such as asbestos and radiation are examined, and
appendices provide data on international
tobacco sales and chemicals identified in
tobacco smoke that have been evaluated for
carcinogenicity in previous IARC monographs. Together, these volumes provide a
very useful source of reference.
B CORRIN

